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Course List  

Enhance your training 
experience. Add a GIAC 
Certification attempt 
and OnDemand Bundle 
to your course. 

Distinguish yourself as an information security leader and get certified with 
GIAC Certifications. giac.org  

Extend your training experience with an OnDemand Bundle. Receive four 
months of supplemental online review and 24/7 online access to your 
course lectures, materials, quizzes, and labs. sans.org/ondemand/bundles

#SANSCloudDevOps  @SANSInstitute

Gain the Skills Needed to Become a  
Cloud Security Ace
SANS Cloud & DevOps 2021 – Live Online (Oct 18–23, PDT) provides 
intensive, immersion training designed to help you master the practical 
steps necessary for defending systems and applications in the cloud 
against the most dangerous threats. SANS Cloud Security focuses the deep 
resources of SANS on the growing threats to the cloud by providing training, 
GIAC certifications, research, and community initiatives to help security 
professionals build, deploy and manage secure cloud infrastructure, 
platforms, and applications. Our courses are full of immediately applicable 
techniques that you can use as soon as you return to work. 

SANS Cloud & DevOps 2021 Features

• Practical cybersecurity training taught by real-world practitioners
• Real-time support from GIAC-certified teacher assistants
• Dedicated chat channels for networking
• Hands-on labs in a virtual environment
• Courseware in electronic and printed books
• Several courses aligning with GIAC certifications
• Archive of course lectures uploaded to your account daily during the event
• Four months of access to your course lectures recordings

“ SANS creates a one-of-a-kind 
learning experience providing 
world-class training and 
fascinating opportunities to 
network and gain new 
perspectives from your peers!”  
—Justin E., U.S. Federal Agency

“ The instruction at SANS is top-
notch. I have been to several 
SANS training courses and they 
never disappoint. The instructors 
bring real life experiences and 
show the students how the 
material can be applied.”  
— Thomas Seck, 

Johns Hopkins APL

https://www.sans.org/cyber-security-training-events/cloud-dev-ops-2021/
http://www.giac.org
https://www.sans.org/ondemand/bundles
https://twitter.com/hashtag/SANSCloudDevOps
https://twitter.com/SANSInstitute


Live Online Course List

For an up-to-date course list, please check the website at  
sans.org/cyber-security-training-events/cloud-dev-ops-2021

SEC488  Cloud Security Essentials   GCLD Cloud Security Essentials 
Ryan Nicholson

SEC540  Cloud Security and DevSecOps Automation GCSA Cloud Security Automation 
Ahmed Abugharbia, Eric Johnson

SEC588  Cloud Penetration Testing    GCPN Cloud Penetration Tester 
Moses Frost

FOR509  Enterprise Cloud Forensics and Incident Response  
David Cowen

“ SANS offers the ultimate in quality instruction and thoughtful curriculum development. 
I learned so much this week and can’t wait to review and apply what I learned.”  
—Gabrielle S., U.S. Federal Agency

“ SANS training is very valuable because it focuses on what really matters and provides 
practical and easy ways to improve your security posture.”  
—Antonio Sannino, P&G
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